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COSMOLOGY THEN AND NOW�I.D. NovikovTheoretial Astrophysis CenterJuliane Marie Vej, 30, Copenhagen, DenmarkCopenhagen University ObservatoryJuliane Marie Vej, 30 Copenhagen DenmarkNORDITA, Blegdamsvej 17, DK-2100 Copenhagen Ø, DenmarkAstro Spae Center of P.N. Lebedev Physial InstituteMosow, Russia(Reeived August 4, 1999)In this talk a brief survey has been arried out on the development ofosmology from the days Leopold Infeld was ative in the �eld up to thepresent. Attention in partiular is paid to the history of our knowledge ofHubble's expansion, of the osmologial onstant, of the average densityof matter and its distribution, and of the related issue of possible types ofmatter in the Universe.PACS numbers: 98.80.Hw, 98.80.BpFirst of all I would like to thank the organizers of this Meeting for invit-ing me. It is a honor to give this talk. It is a speial honor for me, beausePolish osmologists are very well known. Coming bak to the subjet of thisonferene, I would like to say that the name of Leopold Infeld and espe-ially his book �The Evolution of Physis�, [1℄, written with Albert Einsteinplayed a ruial role in my life. Before reading this book, whih I read in theRussian version, I had thought that the real mystery is only in astronomy.After having read this book I understood that real mysterious puzzles arealso in physis, and I started to learn physis as well as astronomy, and afterthat I started doing physis also. I am going to talk about osmology many,many years ago in the epoh of Leopold Infeld and osmology today. Whatwas osmology 30 or 40 years ago? I want to all witnesses to desribe thesituation then. First quotation is from Malolm Longair's paper [7℄, a verywell known osmologist who wrote about those early days �When I began� Presented at �The Infeld Centennial Meeting�, Warsaw, Poland, June 22�23, 1998.(2989)



2990 I.D. Novikovresearh in radio astronomy as a student in 1963, my supervisor Dr. PeterSheuer gave me a opy of Sir Hermann Bondi's lassi text Cosmology toabsorb and he warned me that �there are only two and a half fats in os-mology�. The seond quotation is from the paper [3℄ of Steven Hawking.He wrote: �There has been a great hange in the status of general relativ-ity and osmology in the last thirty years. When I began researh in theDepartment of Applied Mathematis and Theoretial Physis (DAMPT) atCambridge in 1962, general relativity was regarded as a beautiful but im-possibly ompliated theory that had pratially no ontat with the realworld. Cosmology was thought of as a pseudo-siene where wild speula-tion was unonstrained by any possible observations�. So it was the situationin the period when Leopold Infeld atively worked and did his researh inosmology. Indeed at this period osmology was only a siene about themehanis of motion of huge mass of matter in the Universe. So, we anall it elestial mehanis of the Universe. There was not any physis inosmology at this period. We an ompare this period with the period inastronomy at the beginning of the last entury, when there was not anyastrophysis at all. Astronomy itself was only the siene about the motionof elestial bodies, the motion of planets and their satellites and so on, butthere was nothing about the physial proesses. Analogous situation was atthe beginning of the seond half of our entury in osmology. Mainly it wasthe siene about only two values, the speed of the expansion of the Universe� the Hubble parameter, and the deeleration parameter whih haraterizesthe total average density of the matter and the gravity of this matter whihleads to deeleration of its motion. It was the situation in the epoh whenInfeld wrote his osmologial papers. Leopold Infeld published a few paperson osmology, one of them, [4℄, had the title �A new approah to kinematiosmology� and was published in Nature in 1945. Two other papers, [5℄,with the same title were published in the Physial Review in the same year.In these papers Infeld proposed a new approah to kinematis of the os-mologial models. He wrote: �We shall see that an approah to osmologyis possible in whih the struture of three-dimensional spae does not enterthe piture. We believe that this new approah puts into the foreground themore essential onepts of kinematial osmology, i.e., the type of motion offundamental partiles rather than the spae struture�. This is a quotationfrom one of these papers. He proposed the following approah. Before In-feld in osmology mostly was disussed the problem of 3 dimensional spae� a 3 dimensional slie of 4 dimensional spaetime, so the struture of 3dimensional spae of osmologial models. Cosmologists disussed the openUniverse, losed Universe, and �at Universe. It was the harateristis ofgeometry of the 3 dimensional slies. Infeld proposed to onsider not the3 dimensional slies, but the world lines of the galaxies themselves, so the



Cosmology Then and Now 2991on�guration of these world lines in 4 dimensional spaetime. This on�gu-ration is really related with the physis of the motion, with the kinematisof this motion. So these world lines speify the motion of referene frameand all physis is related with this motion. The 3 dimensional slies arerelated with the synhronization of loks along di�erent world lines of theosmologial model, but this synhronization has nothing to do with thephysis. This is a mathematial hoie of a time oordinate, nothing more.Thus the Infeld's approah was really the beginning of physial approah tothe desription of the properties of the motion of fundamental partiles inosmologial models. Soon after that these ideas were developed by manyother physiists and osmologists, and �rst of all by Abram Zelmanov in theformer Soviet Union. He developed these ideas absolutely independentlyfrom Infeld and now this approah, the desription of the motion of the ref-erene frame is a very powerful tool not only in osmology but in generalrelativity as well. This was the �rst very important ontribution of L. Infeldto osmology, and an absolutely new approah to the desription of osmo-logial models. Another idea whih existed in these papers is the following:L. Infeld emphasized that any osmologial spae an be looked upon as aMinkowski spae with a non-Minkowski gauging. It means that if we knowa solution of the Maxwell equation in the Minkowski spae, then we animmediately obtain analogous solution in the ase of osmologial models.This remark and this approah was the approah from the point of view ofthe future of osmology, from the point of view of the physial osmology,and espeially was related with the solution of the physial problems, notonly with the kinematis and the desription of the speed of expansion ofthe Universe. One more paper on osmology by Infeld, �On the strutureof our Universe�, [6℄, was published in 1949, and it was devoted to someritial review of the situation in osmology at that time. Let us ome bakto the situation with the osmology at the period of Leopold Infeld, so ap-proximately 40 years ago. We an summarize the situation as follows, seeTable I. How far have we ame in 40 years? What an we say about theTABLE ICosmology 40 years ago* Mainly searh for 2 numbers (H0 and q0).* No physis* Universe assumed to be baryoni* No knowledge about Large Sale Struture* No knowledge about the beginning of the expansion



2992 I.D. Novikovmodern Universe, and about the development of osmology after this pe-riod? Today the situation in osmology has hanged dramatially and theosmology was transformed from the elestial mehanis of the Universe intothe physis of the Universe. Cosmology today an be haraterized from twopoints of view: from the point of view of the observational osmology andthe theoretial osmology, see Table II. Let us start our disussion from theTABLE IICosmology todayObservational pillars* Hubble's expansion, q0.* Mirowave Bakground Radiation* Cosmi abundane of light hemial elements* Average matter density* Large Sale StrutureTheory* Hot Universe* Very Early Universe; In�ation* Origin of the Large Sale Struturedesription of the evolution of our knowledge about the rate of expan-sion of the Universe, so about the Hubble onstant, H0 (see Fig. 1). Atthe beginning of the thirties, the Hubble onstant was estimated as H0 �500kms�1Mp�1. Starting from the Infeld period our knowledge about thevalue of the Hubble onstant pratially did not hange. Of ourse our de-termination beome more preise, that is true, but there is still a satteringof points around the average value and this sattering is only a little bit lessthan it was in the Infeld period.It was the beginning of a serious disagreement between di�erent groupsof astronomers, who were speialists in this �eld, and one group supportedthe idea of a big value of the Hubble onstant, and the other supported theidea that the Hubble onstant should be rather small. The values preferredby the �rst group where about 100 km/sMp, and by the seond about 50km/sMp. It was a very serious disagreement. Unfortunately today thesituation is not muh better. Allow me to show a few results. In Table IIIyou see the results from the paper [12℄ of Gustav Tammann (1997), one ofthe authoritative speialists in this �eld, and you see the di�erent methodsof determination of the Hubble parameter lead to the values between 45and 55 km/sMp with errors whih are not large. Aording to him the
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Fig. 1. Shemati from Shramm [11℄ of the approah to the urrent range of Hbetween 50 and 100 km s�1 Mp�1 in the 60 years sine Hubble's 1929 estimate.TABLE IIIH0 determinations from �eld galaxies (G.A. Tammann [12℄)Method H0Tully-Fisher, distane-limited (loal) 48� 5Tully-Fisher, �ux-limited (distane) < 60M 101 look-alike diameters 43� 11M 31 look-alike diameters 45� 12Luminosity lasses of spirals 56� 5M 101, M 31 look-alike luminosities 55� 5Tully-Fisher 57� 5Tully-Fisher (using magn. + diameters) 55� 5weighted mean 53� 3best present value of the Hubble onstant is 55 � 8 km/sMp, if we takeinto aount all types of errors inluding the systemati error. He wrote:�values larger than 65 still present in the literature an be attributed to afew quite obvious error soures�. On the other hand, the result of anothervery good speialist in this �eld, Wendy Freedman, published in a paperapproximately at the same time (1996), but by using di�erent methods, isH0 = 73� 6 (statistial) �8 (systematial), whih lies far beyond the upperlimit given by Tammann, see Table IV. So disrepany still exists and it is in



2994 I.D. Novikov TABLE IVSummary of key projet results on H0 (W. Freedman (1996))Method H0Virgo 80 � 17Coma via Virgo 77 � 16Fornax 72 � 18Loal 75 � 8JT lusters 72 � 8SNIa 67 � 8TF 73 � 7SNII 73 � 7DN�� 73 � 6Mean 73 � 4Systemati errors �4 �4 �5 �2(LMC) ([Fe/H℄) (global) (photometri)spite of the fat that today we have new tehnologial possibilities of makingobservations. Let me mention, for example, the Hubble Spae Telesope. Wenow know muh more reliable so-alled standard andles for determinationof distanes of far galaxies and so on. But in spite of this fat, there is still alarge disrepany between the two groups whih give di�erent values of theHubble onstant. Probably the best value today is 65 � 7 km/sMp, it isjust the value whih I personally favor. This value was given by Kirshnerin May 1998 (see [2℄). Observations are still going on and we will see whatthe future will bring. This is the situation with the Hubble onstant today.Another important osmologial parameter is the average matter density inthe Universe. Usually astronomers and osmologists use the dimensionlessparameter 
 � h�i�rit ;where �rit = 3H208�G;whih gives the average matter density in units of the ritial density. Theritial density is a density of a �at Eulidean Universe whih separateslosed Universes from the open ones. We will use this dimensionless pa-rameter to desribe the average matter density. The standard approah todetermination of this parameter is the following (it was proposed by EdwinHubble). If we observe very far galaxies, with large visible magnitudes, then



Cosmology Then and Now 2995the dependene between the redshift and the magnitude is not linear anymore, and the deviation from the linear relation depends on the amount ofmatter in the Universe, so it depends on 
. If we ompare observations withthe theoretial preditions, we an estimate the possible value of 
. Aord-ing to results of Riess et.al. [10℄, see Fig. 2, the most probable value of 
 forso alled standard matter (inluding invisible matter) is 
M = 0:24. Obser-vations indiate that in addition there is a so-alled vauum type of matterin the Universe with 
� = 0:76. This 
� = 0:76 orresponds to the osmo-logial �-term in the Einstein equations. This matter is not usual matter, itis very exoti one and it reates anti-gravity: gravitational repulsion insteadof gravitational attration. Probably the model with rather big � term givesthe best �t with the observational data and it means that we an expet thatin the Universe there is a huge amount of very exoti matter of the vauumtype whih reates anti-gravity and reates aeleration of expansion of theUniverse. We have di�erent other methods of determination of the � param-eter in the Universe from observations; see Fig. 3. For all possible values ofthe Hubble onstant, the value of � is of the order of 
� � 0:55 to 0.8, so weome to the onlusion that the � term in the Einstein equations probably isnot zero and observations give a de�nite value of this parameter. How manyredshifts of galaxies we know? At the period of L. Infeld the total numberof known redshifts was about 103. Today the total number jumped to 105,so it is two orders of magnitude greater. In the period of L. Infeld the red-shifts were mainly used for determination of the Hubble parameter. Todaythey are used for determination of distanes of very far galaxies and for theinvestigation of the 3 dimensional distribution of galaxies in the Universe.The depth of the largest modern Las Campanas redshift survey is about 500Mp, so 1.5 billions of light years. The spae distribution of galaxies in thissurvey is very far from being uniform. The total number of galaxies is about26 000. The analysis of the survey shows that there are great voids pra-tially empty from galaxies and also the borders of these voids whih anbe desribed as some kind of 2 dimensional walls, super lusters of galaxies,and there is also some �lamentary struture around these voids with theharateristi separation between �laments of the order of 10�15 Mp. Theharateristi size of these voids is about 50 Mp. Now we know muh aboutthe large sale struture in the Universe, and there are speial theories whihdesribe the proess of formation of this large sale struture. But the prob-lem number one in modern osmology is the problem of dark matter. Weknow for sure that the main part of matter in the Universe is not visible, sothe main part of matter is dark. Why an this be stated with on�dene?This is beause of the following. Surveys of visible matter give the averagematter density 
vis = 0:004. This is matter in the form of stars, galaxies,hot gas, dust and so on. On the other hand we have very strong evidene
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Fig. 2. Taken from Riess et al. [10℄.for invisible matter on the sales starting from the size of lusters of galaxiesand larger. We know that the main part of mass in lusters of galaxies is in-visible. We know this beause we an measure the dispersion of veloities ofgalaxies in the total gravitational �elds of lusters of galaxies, and the grav-itational �eld there is reated by the total amount of matter present there,inluding invisible matter. Using dispersion of veloities, we an alulatethe gravitational potential of the luster and from this we an alulate thetotal mass of the luster and hene the average matter density on thesesales. In suh a way we obtain that 
lusters = 0.2 - 0.4. This means thatthe Universe ontains about at least 50 to 100 times more matter than thevisible matter. So the main part of matter is invisible. There are di�erentmethods of determination of the amount of invisible dark matter. Anothermethod is based on observations of the temperature of hot gas in lusters ofgalaxies whih radiate X-rays. If we know the temperature, we an alulatethe gravitational �eld of total matter in the lusters of galaxies, and hene



Cosmology Then and Now 2997determine their total mass. The new and very powerful method of detetionof invisible matter is the method of gravitational lenses. When a light raypropagates through the luster, it will be de�eted from a straight line bygravity. Beause of the gravitational lensing e�et, we observe distortions ofimages of the bakground galaxies, and we an reonstrut the distributionof the gravitational potential using distortions of di�erent images. Afterthat one an reonstrut the distribution of all types of matter inside theluster. One an go to even larger sales, using the motion of lusters ofgalaxies to probe the mater distribution in the Universe. It turns out thaton the largest sales the total mass density ould be even larger than onsmaller sales. One again we an onlude that the main part of matterin the Universe should be invisible, should be dark. But the main questionremains, what is the nature of this dark matter. Is it the standard matter ofbaryoni type, so it onsists of protons and other elementary partiles, or isit some kind of exoti matter? We are absolutely sure that some part of theinvisible matter must be baryoni, but not all of the invisible matter, onlyrather a small part of it. Indeed, our knowledge about the amount of thebaryoni matter in the Universe is implied by the following types of observa-tions and theoretial onlusions. One an alulate the amount of baryonimatter using the observed abundane of light elements. These elements werereated during the �rst �ve minutes of expansion of the hot Universe andthe results of the proess of reation of hemial elements depend on thebaryoni matter density. So if we ompare theoretial estimates with realobservations, we an estimate the baryoni matter density. However even ifwe take into aount all possible unertainty in the determination of mainparameters of the Universe, we are still sure that the baryoni mass densitymust lie between the two values 0:01 < 
b < 0:1. This is bigger than thevisible baryoni matter density. The estimates of amount of visible mattergive 
vis = 0:004, so less than the lower limit of the amount of baryonimatter. This means that the main part of baryoni matter is invisible. Butstill this value is essentially less than the total amount of invisible matterwhih is at least a few times greater than this one. This means that the mainpart, probably 90% of the total invisible matter is exoti one, not the stan-dard one, see Table V. What an we say about the nature of this invisibleTABLE VVarious types of matter in the UniverseVisible 0.4%Baryoni dark � 10%Exoti 90%
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Fig. 3. Observational onstraints on �0 � ��V =(��V + �0) and h �H0=(100km=se=Mp). Curves labelled �LSS� and ��0 = 0:2�or ��0 = 0:3� boundthe region allowed by the onstraint �0 = 
0h = 0:25� 0:05 derived by mathingthe spatial and angular orrelation statistis from galaxy surveys with the theoret-ial preditions of the large-sale lustering of galaxies in a COBE-normalized, �atCDM model with primordial power spetrum index n = 1. The urves labelled ��8X-ray lusters� bound the values of �0 and h whih make this CDM model satisfythe onstraint on the present spae density of X-ray lusters. The urve labelled�t0 = 12 Gyr� indiates the lower limit whih makes the age of the universe at leastas large as urrent estimates of the minimum age of globular lusters. The urveslabelled �
0h1=2� indiate the boundaries de�ned by the X-ray-measured total andbarioni masses of lusters of galaxies, together with the big bang nuleosynthesislimits on the baryon mean density and the assumption that the ratio of baryonto total mass inside eah luster equals the ratio of universal mean values. Theurve labelled �gravitational lenses� indiates the upper limit imposed by ountsof quasars lensed by intervening galaxies. The dashed urves labelled �(�V )1=2�are the values for whih our own subuniverse has the median value of �V for allsubuniverses, if RG = 1 Mp, and n = 1 (top dashed urves), 0:9 (midle dashedurve), or 0:8 (bottom dashed urve). (Taken from Martel et al. [8℄.)



Cosmology Then and Now 2999matter? There are di�erent andidates for this invisible matter. Cosmolo-gists divide it into two ategories: the so-alled old dark matter and thehot dark matter. The old dark matter onsists of hypothetial partileswith the veloities of motion essentially less than the veloity of light, sonon relativisti exoti partiles or partly baryoni partiles as well. The hotdark matter is the opposite ase, it onsists of ultra relativisti partiles.One again I am not going into details. There are many exoti andidatesfor the invisible matter: axions, neutrinos, photinos, and many, many oth-ers. At the beginning majority of speialists believed that the model whihdesribes the dark matter ould be onstruted very easily, and this modelould desribe all peuliarities of the observational data. Only one questionwas: what type of dark matter does orrespond to reality? Speialists triedto ompare di�erent types of theories whih desribed di�erent models ofdark matter: the old dark matter, the hot dark matter, and some otherexoti matter. The onlusion is that this omparison produes no learwinner, and there are great ontraditions between di�erent onlusions. Itmeans that pratially we know nothing about the nature of this exoti mat-ter and probably we should ome to the onlusion reahed by Edward Kolbabout our hypothesis: �Our motto is: often in error, never in doubt�. Thereason of this situation is lear: too many dark matter andidates, too manytheories, and no de�nite results, beause there are not enough observationaldata. Allow me to quote one again from the review paper of L. Infeld:�Yet many possibilities remain. Suh a situation is not enouraging. Weexpet a good theory to lead us to de�nite onlusion, to a model that anbe aepted or rejeted by experiment. This is not true in this ase. Thereare too many possibilities!� He talked about too many models of the kine-matial motions of the matter in the Universe, but we an repeat the sameonlusion today about new hypotheses. Situation is lear, we need morepreise observations in osmology. The new methods ame into osmology.The most important method is related with the observations of the osmimirowave bakground radiation (CMB). This radiation was disovered byPenzias and Wilson in 1965, [9℄. It is the radiation whih omes from a verybig distane and was born when the Universe was hot and opaque. Afterits disovery the radiation was investigated by many methods. The mostpreise methods were performed from spae, from satellites. The pioneerobservations were performed by the Russian satellite Relit and after thatby the Amerian satellite COBE. This was the �rst very preise measure-ment of the properties of the CMB. Observations of very small �utuationsof the intensity of the CMB polarization an give unique information aboutthe main parameters of the Universe, about its physis and about the physisof the very early Universe. New spae projets: Amerian projet MAP and



3000 I.D. Novikov TABLE VIMain goals of MAP and PLANCK projets1. Determination of H0, 
b, 
 to a preision of � 3%2. Determination of the spetrum of primordial �utuationsand amount of gravitational waves (tests of in�ation)3. Tests of topologial defets.4. Tests of exoti matter.5. Some problems of extragalati astrophysis(peuliar motions, unknown soures, ...)6. Strong impat on partile physis(testing physis at energies � 1015Gev).European projet PLANK will revolutionize our understanding of Cosmol-ogy. In Table VI we summarize the main goals of the new projets. Foronlusion allow me to give two quotations from L. Infeld whih demon-strate that he foresaw in the tremendous future of osmology. In 1949 hewrote: �We ask: are the laws governing our Universe independent of thequantum mehanial laws governing the atom?� and else: �At the presenttime our observations an penetrate only a small orner of our Universe. Itis possible that future observations may fore us to retreat from these simpleassumptions�.I thank Marek Demia«ski for disussions and for supplying me with theosmologial papers of Leopold Infeld. I am grateful to Eleonora Kotok forher areful preparation of this manusript. This work was supported in partby the Danish Natural Siene Researh Counil through grant No. 9401635and also in part by Danmarks Grundforskningsfond through its support forthe establishment of the Theoretial Astrophysis Center.REFERENCES[1℄ A. Einstein, L. Infeld, The Evolution of Physis, Cambridge University Press,Cambridge 1938.[2℄ P. M. Garnavih, R. P. Kirshner, et al., Constraints on Cosmologial Mod-els from Hubble Spae Telesope Observations of High-z Supernovae, Astro-phys. J. 509, 74 (1998).[3℄ S. W. Hawking, Hawking on the Big Bang and Blak Holes, World Sienti�Publishers, 1993.[4℄ L. Infeld, A. Shild, A New Approah to Kinemati Cosmology, Nature 156,114 (1945).
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